
MVC level 3 rainy day plans
2020-2021

While MVC is operating in Level 3, the following policies and procedures will take e�ect for 
in-person learners on any school day when rain occurs:

Getting to School
 • Students must bring their own umbrella and/or rain gear for use at the bus stop, at drop-o�/
  arrival in the Junior and Senior Lots, and throughout the school day. Sharing is not permitted 
  outside households. Given the nature of MVC’s campus, students will inevitably be outside en 
  route to classes at various points throughout the day.
 • Open window protocols on buses will be amended such that only back windows (as opposed to 
  front and back) will remain open for ventilation; students will not be seated in this area. 
 • Line structure will be revised at the Dave Hart Gym Health Check to provide indoor waiting space. 
  Parents and students are asked to arrive earlier on rainy days if possible to avoid last-minute 
  congestion.

Classes
 • Designated areas will be marked outside each building where umbrellas must be left. These areas 
  will be large enough to space umbrellas out and class dismissals will be staggered to allow 
  students to maintain physical distance when retrieving umbrellas. 
 • Students are asked to mark their umbrella in a way that makes it visually distinct (ribbon, colored 
  tape - think suitcases at the airport). This will ease congestion at time of retrieval and help avoid 
  “accidental sharing.”
 • PE and sports/exercise classes will meet indoors wearing masks; activities will be limited to those 
  that do not require high levels of physical exertion.

Lunch
 • Middle School students will eat lunch in the Auxiliary Gym, while High School students will do the 
  same in the Dave Hart Gym and the Don Price Performing Arts Chapel. Students are encouraged 
  to bring a small blanket or towel that �ts inside their backpack to sit on while eating lunch.
 • Class dismissals will be staggered to allow students to maintain physical distance and remain 
  indoors while waiting to purchase food.
 


